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Several years ago, I summarized my life work “coronary collateral circulation” in a few review articles [1-3]. At present, percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) plays an important role in the treatment of severe coronary artery disease, however, expensive angiography apparatus and well-trained cardiac interventionalists are needed for its clinical achievement. Moreover, its invasive approach has potential critical complications. On the other hand, treatment by coronary collateral development is safe, inexpensive and noninvasive, which is easily conducted by general cardiologists without any equipment and special techniques. Although coronary flow reserve through well-developed collateral circulation may be limited, activity of daily life is substantially enhanced.

Increasing evidence suggests that increased shear stress on pre-existent coronary collateral arterioles in the presence of a pressure gradient across the coronary collateral network triggers coronary collateral growth (arteriogenesis). Arteriogenesis involves numerous angiogenic growth factors as well as heparin [4]. Thus, the targets of collateral-promoting therapy appear to be shear stress itself and angiogenic responses to increased shear stress. Recently, we have proposed a new therapeutic approach to patients with myocardial remodeling resulting from myocardial infarction by applying above-mentioned conceptual framework [5].

At present, PCI for chronic total occlusion (CTO) has a high procedure success rate of approximately 90% [6]. A lack of well-developed collaterals suitable for the retrograde approach causes, at least in part, failed CTO-PCI. Promotion of pre-existent collateral circulation (arteriogenesis) would contribute to further increase CTO-PCI success rates. I hope a new therapeutic approach by coronary collateral development for coronary artery disease will be established by young, creative, enthusiastic cardiologists in the near future.
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